Bespoke screen by local craftsmen
to be auctioned at Magna Carta
Dinner at Lincoln Cathedral
A screen made by nationally
acclaimed bespoke kitchen and
furniture company, Chiselwood,
will be one of the auction lots at
the Magna Carta Dinner on
Friday 5th June at Lincoln
Cathedral.
Chiselwood is also one of the
main sponsors of the dinner which
will be in the nave of the
Cathedral to mark 800 years since
the sealing of Magna Carta by
King John. The great significance
for Lincoln is that the Cathedral
owns one of only four surviving
copies. The dinner is expected to raise funds for the Cathedral and
especially its fabric.
Chiselwood has a reputation for attention to detail, quality and
innovative design. These distinctive qualities are exemplified in this
decorative screen which replicates the nave of the cathedral.

Measuring 7 feet high and 4 feet wide,
the screen was originally inspired by a
brief from a client who married in the Cathedral many years ago
and who wanted a unique room divider for their multi-million
pound new house project in the South of England. It is made from
Pippy Oak with the actual screen being painted.
The highly skilled team of Chiselwood cabinet makers produced the
screen in Chiselwood’s Saxilby workshop and used exceptional skills
to hand carve and hand cut the frame and base. The decorative
screen was then laser cut using the latest technology. It has taken
over 80 hours to create and was designed personally by Chiselwood
founder and Design Director,
Martin Holliday.
This unique screen would
provide a stunning focal point in
a number of residential and
commercial environments
including formal entrance,
function room or private
residence or to create a bespoke
backdrop in a high end gallery.
Bids for this and other amazing,
bespoke pieces are being taken
leading up to the event.
Contact the Cathedral for
more details.

